
Hospitality Lightweight 
Nonstick Iron 
HIR200R
3 Reasons to Buy! 

Performance
Adjustable steam with powerful blast for stubborn creases
Vertical steam releases wrinkles from hanging clothes
Fine-mist spray targets wrinkles with push-button control 

Durability

Nonstick soleplate withstands heavy usage
Self-clean system flushes out lint and minerals

Ease of Use

Position-sensing automatic shutoff when iron rests motionless on soleplate for 
30 seconds

Extra-long 12 foot swivel cord

Position-Sensing Auto Shutoff: Shuts off in 30 seconds if iron rests on face or side; 
shuts off in 15 minutes if iron rests on its heel.

Extra-Long Swivel Cord: Offers guests a 12-foot reach for easy ironing.

Durable Nonstick Soleplate: Glides smoothly over all types of fabric and stands up to 
rigorous daily use for years of excellent performance.

Powerful, Adjustable Steam: Lets guests choose the perfect steam level for every 
kind of fabric.

Powerful Steam Blast: Just one blast provides enough steam power to eliminate 
wrinkles on a wide variety of fabrics.

Fine-Mist Spray: Lightly mists garments to release tough wrinkles.

Self-Clean System: This convenient system flushes out lint and minerals and cleans 
the steam valve to help extend iron life.
      
Specifications:
Standard: Unit comes with easy-to-read graphics printed on the side

Controls: Fabric/steam selector dial and blast/spray buttons

Electrical: 120 V, 60 Hz, 1200 W

Shelf Carton Info: 10.75 x 4.75 x 5.75 in.

Weight: 2.1 lbs / 0.952 kg

Master Pack Info: 12 x 12 x 10.5 in

Case Pack Qty: 4

Warranty: 1 year

UPC: 040094912551

I 2 of 5: 10040094912558 

Approved for Canada  

Vertical steam quickly removes wrinkles 
from hanging garments ? no ironing bo
ard needed 

Fine-mist spray targets problem areas 
with push-button control 

Nonstick soleplate is made for an easy 
glide and heavy usage
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